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People
In the last edition of Mawse Code I wrote
about our management restructure that
took effect on December 21st. My thanks
to everyone who has worked together to
achieve such a smooth progression into
this new arrangement. The new structure is
now bedded down and people are working
very well within it. It has been particularly
encouraging to see the high levels of support
and mentoring of new managers who are
benefitting greatly from the experience of the
“Old hands”.
Several new roles and some new faces came
with the restructure while two older faces
are taking a step back. We welcome the new
blood which brings new ideas and perspectives
that keep us all keen. On the flipside we have
been careful not to leave ourselves exposed by
losing so much experience overnight. Here I
specifically refer to Geoff Hall and Craig James
who, between them, have 85 years of industry
experience, over 70 of which is with Mawsons.
Fortunately Geoff has agreed to stay on in a
part-time role assisting me until later in the
year and Craig, as a Consulting Engineer, will
be available after July 1st to provide the great
benefits of his technical assistance through
Mathew Lees and the Technical Team. We will
have celebrations to mark Geoff and Craig’s
very significant contributions to Mawsons.
Budgets
During May we get to the pointy part of
the year where we find out if the budget
predictions we set twelve months ago have
proven to be accurate. Unfortunately after a
very strong year last year we overestimated
our likely performance this year. Fewer
projects, very tough farming conditions and
lower Government expenditure (particularly on
railways) have combined to mean that we are
likely to fall short of our 2018 -2019 target.
This years’ target was actually below last
years’ but we still overestimated and as such
we are expecting to pitch a budget slightly
lower again for next year ie 2019-2020.
Disappointingly, in a year like this, when we
don’t achieve our budgeted profit targets,
the Company is not in a position to pay the
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generous level of bonuses that all employees
have enjoyed over the last two years. It
remains to be seen what the final profit
figure for 2018 – 2019 will be, I expect it will
still be a very solid result which allows us to
keep on investing in our people, equipment
and resources. The July 1 pay rise that all
employees will enjoy will help ensure that
our pay rates remain strong.
Next years’ budget will be finalised in the
coming weeks. Thanks to all those who have
helped shape this significant program which
will direct our pricing and expenditure over
the coming twelve months and beyond. We
are hopeful of continued widespread rains
and now with a clear-cut Federal election
result, confidence can be restored and
significant regional infrastructure works
move ahead.
New Central Laboratory Facility in
Echuca.
The idea of a Central Laboratory and
Materials Testing Facility as part of the
Technical Team in Echuca has been tossed
around for several years. Now, with an everincreasing need for regular compliance and
verification testing of our products and a
growing demand for well-trained managers
and lab technicians, we are moving
ahead and developing a fully-fledged Lab
in McMillan Road. The new facility will
occupy much of the ground floor of our
existing building which will be renovated
to accommodate three Technicians and a
Central Laboratory Manager.
The new Lab will provide testing services for
both concrete and quarries that we don’t
have at other sites. It will also offer training
facilities so that technicians and production
staff from across the business will be able
to gain a better understanding of materials
testing protocols and product specifications.
A new software package that has been
trialled by Technical since late last year will
also be co-ordinated from this hub. Stay
tuned for more news of this exciting project
in the next Mawse Code.
JOHN MAWSON, Managing Director
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Kelcy and Nick

After 10 years together including 18 months of
engagement, Kelcy Harrison (Accountant, Cohuna Head
Office), and Nick Sims were married at Mitchelton Winery
in Nagambie on 29th March. Kelcy said “the day was
fabulous, everything went off perfectly and the weather
was very kind, raining a couple of hours before the
ceremony, then a few spits as I walked down the aisle but
held off for the ceremony”. Kelcy wanted to thank all at
Mawsons for their well wishes and gifts.
We wish Kelcy and Nick all the very best for their future
happiness.
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FAMILY DAY 2018
Family Day for 2018 was again celebrated at The Billabong
Ranch at Echuca. The many attractions on offer made for a
fun filled day for all the family. A lovely sit down meal was
enjoyed by the adults, whilst a quick bar-be-que lunch was
prepared for the younger folk so that minimal time was lost
from participation in the many activities.
During the lunch break Employee Achievement Awards
were presented and Brian Costigan (Cos) and Peter Styles
were welcomed into the 25 Year Club. Unfortunately Cos
was unable to be with us on the day. Presentations were
made to Peter Styles and also Peter Bloomfield (Shags) who
joined the 25 Year Club a couple of years ago.
The 25 Year Club presentation to Peter Bloomfield
(Shags) was made by John Mawson: “Little did I know that
when a burly blonde bloke wearing a shearer’s singlet,
stubbie shorts and thongs came to the Lake Cooper
Quarry Weighbridge window and signed his name “Peter
Bloomfield” I was actually speaking to the man they call
“Shags”! Now, more than 25 years later I, like many others
who have had the pleasure, can gladly say that I have
worked with Shags. And I can assure you that working with
Shags is a good thing to do.
Shags spent his earlier years driving tippers mainly out of
Lake Cooper for Bill Cust. That was the 1980’s and days
were longer, roads and truck suspensions less friendly and
aggregate stockpiles had to be templated to a smooth
and regular shape. It was a tough job and required great
concentration, patience and a very strong work ethic.
The last load of stone bound for Hay would leave the quarry
by three in the afternoon. When the Sun rose over Lake
Cooper the next morning Shags would be catching a few
Z’s in the Inter 2670 sleeper before driving up the hill and
doing it all again. No one said it was an easy job but with
characters like Shags chatting on the UHF there were plenty
of smiles all round.
Shags’ great ability with machinery and his strong work
ethic was widely recognised so when it was time for a
change of job Roy Webb asked Shags if he would like to
work at the Quarry. Thus a new stage in Shag’s career
began; operating dumpers, water carts and loaders before
eventually landing on the most complex tool in a quarry, the
Drill.
Drilling is a most precise and difficult job; it requires
dedication, care and focus. Loosing concentration while
drilling can lead to drill steels jamming and that can really
spoil your day. Collaring holes in loose ground is not easy
either nor is maintaining such a complex and expensive
piece of equipment. There was little doubt though that
Shags would be up to the task; taking good care of his
machine, drilling accurately and most importantly, staying
safe when working close to bench edges and steep faces.
Shags has drilled for external customers and at most
Mawson quarries. He has earnt enormous respect from his
workmates. His skill and dry sense of humour make him
welcome wherever he goes. We are lucky to have people
of this calibre in our organisation and hope that Shags,
and more recently young Shags (Chris), will be part of the
Mawsons team for many years to come.
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Welcome to the 25 Year Club Peter!”, John Mawson.
The presentation to Peter Styles was made by Ivan Pigatto.
Peter began his employment at Mawsons in 1972 driving a
company agitator at Glenmix Wangaratta. Peter remained in
this position until 1990.
In 1990 Peter purchased his own truck, an ex- company
Louisville 8000, and he sub-contracted to Mawsons Supermix
in Shepparton for the next six years as an owner/ driver.
From 1996 Peter continued his association with Mawsons as a
casual driver.
Peter worked on many large projects but possibly the
largest at the time was the Hume Freeway project when 20
plus bridges and overpasses between Benalla and North
Wangaratta were built with concrete supplied from the
Benalla and Wangaratta plants.
In those days the trucks had slip on, slip off agitator
and tipper bodies. Peter always changed his body in the
afternoon and carted aggregate from Glenrowan Quarries
to Wangaratta and Benalla and sand from Peechelba to
Wangaratta.
Peter always manned the Wangaratta yard on Saturday
mornings; opening for yard sales and doing the odd load out
of the Wangaratta plant as well.
Peter would happily sieve Peechelba sand through the sand
screening plant at Wangaratta and do the town deliveries with
his tipper.
Being a one eyed Magpie supporter Peter’s nick name of
“Magpie Pete” was most appropriate.
Peter was a keen speedway fan driving his own car in the
many races held all over the North East. Peter is a past
president and keen supporter of the Wilby Speedway Club.
Peter was hard working and was a man who could be relied
upon to carry out many tasks.
Congratulations Peter on your induction to the Mawson 25
Year Club.
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Concrete & Quarries
FAMILY DAY SNAPS
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GEOFF HALL NOMINATED FOR GANAWARRA SHIRE CITIZEN OF THE YEAR
Over many years Geoff has been a very important part of the Cohuna
community, willing to help out whenever and wherever required. Geoff
was recently nominated for the award of Gannawarra Shire Citizen of
the Year. Although Geoff was not the eventual winner, his most generous
contribution is certainly worthy of a mention.
Some of the organisations Geoff has been involved with include:
• Scout Committee President and committee member
• Anglican Church Treasurer (several decades)
• Golf Club President, Auditor and current Greens Director
• Tennis Club President, coached Saturday morning juniors
• Life member of the Cohuna Tennis Club
• Chaplaincy President and committee member including
current Chairman
• Board of management at Cohuna District Hospital, including
President. (Served on the hospital Board for over 23 years)
• Life Member of Cohuna and District Hospital
• Auditor for many, many volunteer organisations
• Cohuna Bridge to Bridge committee member
• Progress Association Member
• Legacy – Legatee for Cohuna, Kerang, Koondrook Branch and
present Treasurer
Geoff was also involved with the school and kindergarten
committees whilst his children were attending.
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Geoff’s wife Helen and his four children have also played a huge
part in Geoff’s contribution to the community by allowing Geoff the
time, and encouraging and supporting him with his many commitments.

NEW GENERAL MANAGEMENT TEAM MEMBERS
Robert Johns - General Manager, Transport
My career in Supply Chain has been quite a journey that began back
in 1986 with DHL International in Brisbane, starting as a casual courier
driver and working my way up to the role of Operations Manager for
Queensland in 1998. Later roles have allowed me to be lucky (some
may say unlucky) enough to have had opportunities to work in both
Afghanistan (2002-04) working as the Country Operations Manager for
Supreme Food Services providing non-military essentials to NATO and
ISAF Peacekeeping Forces and in Saudi Arabia (2013-14) working as the
Divisional Warehousing Manager for the Almarai Food Company. This
role was responsible for the distribution of dairy drinks, dairy food, infant
formula, bakery and poultry products throughout Saudi Arabia and the
GCC countries (including Egypt, Jordan, Iraq and Iran). My most recent
role prior to joining Mawsons was as the National Operations Manager
for Clifford Hallam Pharmaceuticals based in Dandenong South.
I am originally from the western suburbs of Sydney and grew up like most
other young guys playing rugby league and cricket. At about 18 years of
age I moved to the Gold Coast where I spent twenty fun years, playing
football (Aussie Rules and Rugby League), cricket and golf while quite a
bit of partying went on in between. It was during this time I met my now
wife Julie and have been happily married to her since 1991. The Johns
family moved to Beaconsfield in the south eastern suburbs of Melbourne in 2002. Julie and I have three adult children
and two beautiful grandchildren that have their grandparents well and truly wrapped around their little fingers.
All things being equal Julie and I are looking at relocating locally (if we can get the last child to move out) and spending
quite a few years in the area, given Julie is originally from Bendigo so we do have a large extended family throughout
central and northern Victoria.
I look forward to working with and meeting as many people as I can within the Mawsons “family”. Hopefully I am able to
contribute my little bit towards ensuring the continued success of Mawsons.
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Concrete & Quarries
NEW GENERAL MANAGEMENT TEAM MEMBERS (cont.)
Travis Price - General Manager, Concrete
A Kingaroy born QLD kid, who moved to Victoria in 1993 with my family. I have been an
Echuca “local” since 1995, going through school and later completing a Roof Tiler and
Slating apprenticeship, before exploring an interest in concrete and working locally as a
concreter for a number of years.
During my time as a concreter I was fortunate enough to experience many different
forms of the trade, from basic domestic works, such as house slabs, concrete roadways
and shed floors to more interesting work including wine cellars, swimming pools, multistory buildings, weirs and slate pattern stamping.
In January 2006, I joined the Mawson team where I started as the Echuca Concrete Plant
Batcher, six months later the opportunity to become the Echuca Concrete Plant Manager
presented itself and I accepted the role. After a year or so the opportunity to expand
this role and manage the Rochester concrete plant as well came about as Ian (Mocca)
Morrison moved into Mobile Concrete. Shortly after that Mawsons acquired the Tongala
Concrete Plant which tied in nicely to the area I was managing, so two became three,
and Tongala was welcolmed to my list of plants.
As Mawsons continued to grow with the acquisition of more concrete plants, so did the
need for another Operations Manager. I was grateful to be offered the position to join
the Operations Managers team of Ivan Pigatto and Ramon Steel, who taught me a lot, under the General Management of Lee
Bombardieri. As an Operations Manager I enjoyed the challenges of major pours and projects, with the most recent highlights
being a large one day pour at Graincorp Numurkah of close to 1,000m3 in a day, Bunnings Shepparton and a couple of two
week stints on the Silverton Windfarm project.
During my time as Operations Manager I completed Diploma’s in Business Management and Human Resources and the 2017
Loddon Murray Community Leadership Program. (LMCLP)
On December 21st I joined the General Management team at Mawsons, and I am certainly looking forward to the exciting times
ahead as Mawsons continues to grow and I start my journey into the next phase of my career.

Mathew Lees - General Manager, Technical
I grew up in Rochester and went to high school in Echuca. Following school I ventured
down to Melbourne where I completed a degree in Civil Engineering at Monash
University, Clayton. As a graduate engineer, I started work with McConnell Dowell
Constructors and began working in Melbourne tendering for major projects across
Australia. The company had many construction projects underway and this was the start
of the mining boom, so after nine months in the office I expressed interest in heading
West and I was booked onto a flight two days later. This way my first experience in heavy
construction where I commenced work as a Marine Piling Site Engineer, working on Rio
Tinto’s Wharf Upgrade Project at Dampier, WA. I continued to work as a Site Engineer
and later Project Engineer across many civil and marine construction projects including
the East Intercourse Island Wharf Upgrade WA, Lorne Pier Replacement VIC, Bakewell
Underpass Project SA, Common User Facility Port Adelaide SA, Glenelg Tram Overpass
SA and Barwon Heads Bridge Replacement VIC. These opportunities provided me
experience in earthworks, bridge works, road works, precast and piling disciplines.
Ready for a change from construction I moved to Coonawarra, SA to manage the
Coonawarra Jack Winery in 2011. This was a new experience and I was quickly involved
in running the business, employing and managing staff, marketing the business and
ultimately selling the company’s own branded wine. The winery saw major upgrades in the mid 1990’s and is now a medium
tier facility with an annual capability to crush 14,000T of fruit. The Wine Industry is a very community driven collection of people
and it was comforting to know that the generations of similar professionals were so willing to offer their support and help.
I joined Mawsons in November 2016 as part of the Technical team and have enjoyed a broad involvement in the concrete and
quarry aspects of the business. Soon after joining I began preparation work for the upcoming Silverton Wind Farm project.
The 12 month concrete supply subcontract began in July 2017 and involved setting up two mobile batch plants onsite with
provisions for effective aggregates stockpiling, cement storage and handling, chilled water and overall site function to deliver
a peak concrete delivery rate of 100m3/hour. The remoteness of the site and availability of resources provided many daily
challenges. Close co-ordination of the project’s concrete pour program with the principle contractor proved to be the most
successful avenue to ensure these challenges were met with the successful pouring of 58 Wind Turbine foundations. The largest
pour being 470 m3, and largest pour day requiring the operation of 18 agitators spread over a 12 hour shift. The project was
enjoyable to work on, provided an insight into the running of Mawsons and also gave the opportunity to meet many current and
long serving employees.
In my new role I am looking forward to continuing to work closely with the Technical team and the many highly skilled
managers and operators across the business. Developing the Central Laboratory testing facility in Echuca is another exciting
prospect while always looking to improve the performance and efficiency of our products.
Outside of work, I enjoy water skiing, golf and clay target shooting, as well as the slow restoration of an early H model Holden.
Moving back to Echuca after nearly 20 years away has been great for my wife Rachel, son Nathan and myself.
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TWO LOADERS - COMBINED 100,000 HOURS SERVICE
Mawsons have two loaders in their fleet which have both just clocked
up 50,000 hours service each; a Cat 980C at Yabba and a Cat 966D at
Coonanga sand pit.
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The 1989 Cat 966 was purchased brand new to work on the face at the
Lake Boga Quarry. The loader was ordered through William Adams, Swan
Hill, sales manager, Don Stemmer. When the loader arrived Sid Brown
from William Adams commissioned it and made the necessary alterations
including a Detroit locker in the rear differential to suit the face loading
application.
John (Moonie) Taylor was the face loader operator at the time and saw
the machine as state of the art with production cycles improving
considerably. The 966D replaced a GM Powered Clark 125B.
John said the new loader had good digging power with good fuel
economy delivered from the 3306 Cat engine. In 1992 the 966D
loader worked on the Torrumbarry Weir project. It was one of two
Mawson loaders that worked around the clock operated by John
Taylor, Joe and Mick McArdle, Wayne Van Every and Ossie Costello.
The 966D did around 12,500 hours work at the quarry face with
John in control. It stayed in the Lake Boga pit for a few years after
that taking primary crushed material from the J-Track mobile primary
crusher to the feed bin which delivered rock to the secondary plant.
Around 1998 the loader came out of the pit to go on to sales with
John Taylor at the wheel again. It stayed on sales for a number of
years at Lake Boga until it was transferred to the north east.
Around 2006-2007 the loader was parked up at Glenrowan Quarries
in poor condition. The decision was made by the general manager at the
time, Geoff Wakeman, to take the loader to Lake Cooper Quarries and get
mechanic Des Grogan to refurbish the machine, including a fresh coat of
paint and new tyres. It ran at Lake Cooper for a number of years helping with
pre-coating, wet-mixing and sales loading.
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The loader was then taken to Coonanga sand plant on loan around nine
years ago with the promise it would be shortly returned! That is yet to happen!
The 966 has worked well and now has over 50,000 hours on it. It has been
considered a good work horse by all that have operated and maintained it over
the many years.
Cat 980C Loader

A new 980C loader was delivered to Lake Cooper in 1990. Joe McArdle operated it
at the face for several years. This was the first new 980 loader that Mawsons had purchased The new 980C replaced an
old 980C which had been purchased second hand from Praznovsky’s in Melbourne. Joe had also driven the old 980C.
The 980C was sent to Yabba from Lake Cooper when Mawsons bought their first 980G loader (which was only the
second 980G sold in Victoria. The first was bought by Stawell Gold Mine).
The 980C loader was operated at Yabba by Brian Costigan (Cos) for many years. This loader is still at Yabba, and is now
used as a back-up loader, but in its day it could easily put out 2,000 tonnes of quarry products.
Cos now drives a WA500 but it was quite hard to get him out of the old Cat and into the more modern Komatsu.

BLUESTONE PLINTH
From our Melbourne International Flower and Garden Show site
we were all intrigued by this column of bluestone towering above
the safety fence.
Upon investigation it revealed an interesting story, particularly for
those in the quarry industry who appreciate the quality of our stone
resources here in Victoria.
The plaque describes the purpose of the sample which has been
exposed to the weather for a century and still begs the question:
Why did we use New South Wales stone to build our parliament
house instead of the local material?
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Concrete & Quarries
Proudly supporting Mawsons Safety Awards

S A F E T Y M AT T E R S – S A F E T Y M AT T E R S – S A F E T Y M AT T E R S
The Employee Achievement Awards, which were presented at our Family Day,
consist of four categories designed to reflect and recognize Mawsons’ values.
The Annual Safety Award is judged by the Senior OH&S committee from the
winners of the four previous quarterly awards. The prize is a $2,500 travel voucher
and Perpetual Shield.
The winner for this year was Ian Robertson from Benalla Concrete, nominated by
Graeme Mansfield. With the considerable amount of work that has been done on
the freeway wire rope program, Ian designed a new chute stopper to control the
manual handling required for filling numerous post holes. He built a device that
can be installed onto a chute to control the concrete flow without the need to
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The Teamwork Award is for employees/contractors who work together
to produce the most significant positive outcome. This Award was won by the
Berrigan Quarry Team comprising Russell McIntyre, Stephanie Smith, Brian
Burston, Murray Cameron, Maurice Joy and Ian Gilfoyle. The nomination was
made by Peter Richardson.
The Berrigan Quarry Team and Scott Matheson, Regional Marketing Manager
were successful in winning two large crushed rock supply tenders to RMS in
regional N.S.W. These projects were large, involving over 80,000 tonnes of
product and were completed on time and to specification as a result of the
excellent efforts of this very hard working group. This volume was mostly granite
ice.
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The Innovation Award is awarded to employees/contractors who initiate a new idea
which provides the most significant positive outcome. This year
the award was won by Bill Goonan, nominated by Peter Richardson.
Continuously improving the safety and efficiency of our quarry tippers is a primary
focus of Quarry Transport Manager, Bill Goonan. Bill has recently made two
innovative improvements to our truck and trailer combinations. Firstly, he has fitted
a product called “Okuslide” to the floor of our newer truck and trailer bodies. This
has produced immediate results. Now product slides out once the tipper bodies
have been raised a little more than half the height that was previously required
to discharge the load. This is both a safety and productivity improvement which
will also save fuel. Not lifting the body so high to discharge makes unloading a
quicker process and much safer as the risk of roll-over and power line contact is
greatly reduced. Secondly, we have fitted air-assisted Ringfeeder trailer couplings
Ross Salte
to significantly reduce the manual handling risk associated with this activity
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improvements can become standard features across our fleet. Well done Bill.
The Partnering Award is for employees/contractors who, in
conjunction with a customer or supplier, produce the most significant positive
outcome. The nomination was made by Ross Dallimore and won by Ivan Pigatto, Rob
Merkel, Mal Pinney, Jason Fountain, Glenn Howe and Mick Hogan.
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In June 2018 Mawsons opened a new “best in industry” concrete plant at
Wangaratta. Wangaratta is a toll manufacturing operation shared by Mawsons
and Country Concrete. Over a twelve month construction period partnering with
Concrete Equipment Australia, Mawsons Fabrication and Design Workshop along
with other specialist trade contractors completely transformed the 10,000 square
metre site. An 80m3 per hour concrete batching plant with piggy-back aggregate
hoppers, 100 tonne cement silo and over twenty new material bins were built.
All this work was safely completed while continuing to operate the old batch
plant and then a relocatable batch plant on the same site. Mawsons and Country
Concrete customers did not miss a beat. The business continues to grow and
improve and is well set up for the future growth in the North East region.
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MAWSON’S MECHANICAL

The new workshop and warehouse for Mawsons Mechanical opened at Gibbins Drive, Cohuna on 14th January 2019.
In what are very exciting times for all at Mawsons (not just Mawsons Mechanical), being able to start the year in a new
facility with three new mechanics added to our team had everyone up and about, anticipating the exciting opportunities
that lie ahead.
In the new “state of the art” facility, Mawsons Mechanical has the most modern resources at its disposal. This offers new
and existing customers service that will be second to none.
The 1660m2 facility includes a 420m2 Office and Show Room, Spare Parts and Pallet store, along with modern
technologies such as Shaker Plates and Brake Roller Test gear to complement the six individual work bays, two B Double
work bays, twenty six metre Inspection Pit and Free Standing Trailer work area. These areas combine nicely with the
Engine Rebuild Room (including 1600Kg Jib Crane), Hot Works Room, Wash Bay (water recycling), five tonne Overhead
Gantry Crane, two Oil Gantry’s, Bunded Oil Storage (inside) and a Hoist capacity to lift a truck and trailer combination.
Our aim at Mawsons Mechanical is to become a preferred mechanical services provider to the overall Mawsons business
while also building our external clientele across the broader Central Murray region and surrounds.
Robert Johns

STORK TALK
Left: Rachel Whittaker and Jarrod
Friedberger welcomed a little boy into their
family on 29th December 2018. Sonny Knox
Friedberger weighed 6lb 4ozs at birth and is
a little brother for Letti.
Right: Kent McNeil and partner Yvette
Myhill announce with much pleasure the
arrival of their little boy Banjo. Banjo was
born on 5th January 2019 weighing 8lb 5
ozs and measuring 54cm and is settling
well into his new home at Murrabit.

ENGAGEMENT CONGRATULATIONS
On 23rd December 2018 at Curtis Falls, Mt Tambourine on the Gold Coast, Emily Iaria (batcher at Shepparton Concrete)
and Jordan Ray became engaged. Emily and Jordan plan to be married in October 2020. Our congratulations and very
best wishes to you both.
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